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Abstract The product race has become an innovation

race, reconciling challenges of branding, performance, time

to market and competitive pricing while complying with

ecological, safety and legislation constraints. The answer

lies in ‘‘smart’’ products of high complexity, relying on

heterogeneous technologies and involving active compo-

nents. To keep pace with this evolution and further accel-

erate the design cycle, the design engineering process must

be rethought. The paper presents a mechatronic simulation

approach to achieve this goal. The starting point is the

current virtual prototyping paradigm that is widely adopted

and that continues to improve in terms of model com-

plexity, accuracy, robustness and automated optimization.

Two evolutions are discussed. A first one is the extension

to multi-physics simulation answering the design needs of

the inherent multi-disciplinarity of ‘‘intelligent’’ products.

Integration of thermal, hydraulic, mechanical, haptic and

electrical functions requires simulation to extend beyond

the traditional CAD-FEM approach, supporting the use of

system, functional and perception models. The second

evolution is the integration of control functions in the

products. Where current industrial practice treats mechan-

ical system design and control design as different design

loops, this paper discusses their integration in a model-

based design process at all design stages, turning concepts

such as software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop into

basic elements of an industrial design approach. These

concepts are illustrated by a number of automotive design

engineering cases, which demonstrate that the combined

use of perception, geometric and system models allows to

develop innovative solutions for the active safety, low-

emission and high-comfort performance of next-generation

vehicles. This process in turn poses new challenges to the

design in terms of the specification and validation of such

innovative products, including their failure modes and

fault-tolerant behaviour. This will imply adopting a model-

based system engineering approach that is currently

already common practice in software engineering.
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1 Introduction

Product innovation managers face continuously increasing

challenges with respect to their product portfolio. The

traditional demands for improved performance, time to

market and competitive price setting are strained by

requirements related to product branding, personalization

and ecological, safety and legislation aspects. This leads to

increasingly complex, ‘‘mechatronic’’, products relying on

active components and implemented by heterogeneous

technologies.

Integrated design and engineering methods based on

physical and virtual testing have become standard practices

in the product design process. Extending these methods to

support the development of mechatronic products requires

addressing the challenges posed by (1) their inherent multi-

disciplinarity and (2) the integration of control system

concepts.

The first challenge relates to the fact that nearly all

simulation tools that have been deployed over the past

20 years to support product design engineering (finite
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element analysis, multi-body simulation…) are driven from

geometry, styling preceding engineering. Integrating

hydraulic, electronic, electromechanical and other complex

functions is essentially done by independent design tasks,

requiring the use of extra non-geometric simulation meth-

odologies. The basic geometric design choices act as a

major constraint for these tasks and going back to iterating

the geometry is very difficult and leads to large delays.

Frontloading the design engineering process hence requires

adoption of simulation methods that extend beyond the

traditional CAD-driven approach and that support the use

of system and functional models crossing the boundaries of

a wide range of disciplines, allowing to decide on system

architectures before the geometry is available [1, 2].

The second challenge relates to integrating systems and

control engineering. Currently, subsystems with active

functions are treated as add-ons developed independently

from the basic mechanical system. Suboptimal designs,

unexpected integration problems and unexploited syner-

getic effects are the result [3, 4]. Addressing this challenge

requires bringing together the systems and the control

design, across all phases of the design process (from sys-

tem target setting over component development and testing

to system integration). This leads to new physical and

virtual testing paradigms such as software-in-the-loop,

model-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop as corner-

stones for integrated intelligent system design engineering.

This approach to system design can best be described by

the model-based system engineering paradigm, known

from the software world and increasingly considered as the

way forward in general product design engineering [5–9].

2 Automotive industry challenges

The automotive industry represents a significant part of the

economic activity, in Europe and globally. Innovation

drivers are the improvement of customer satisfaction

(performance, fuel/energy consumption, personalization,

safety, comfort, brand values,…) and the adherence to

increasingly strict environmental and safety regulations,

while at the same time reducing design and manufacturing

costs and the time to market. More new vehicle concepts,

new vehicle architectures and functions are designed than

ever before.

A fundamental evolution that is taking place in this

industry is the increase of the electronic and mechatronic

content in vehicles. Several studies estimate that the related

increase to the vehicle value has risen to 40 % in 2010 and

that up to 80 % of the automotive innovation will come

from intelligent systems [10–13]. This of course relates in

part to entertainment and telematics systems, but also to the

use of many control systems applied to power train, chassis

and body engineering [14–16]. One example is the opti-

mization of performance, economy and emissions with

engine and transmission controls to realize ‘‘green’’ driving

through energy regeneration, automatic start/stop and smart

driving control. Another example is the realization of

‘‘safe’’ driving, through the application of ABS (anti-

locking brake systems) and ESC (electronic stability con-

trol) systems for vehicle dynamics control, but also through

the adoption of numerous advanced driver assistance sys-

tems (ADAS), e.g. for lane departure, active cruise control,

object and pedestrian detection and many more to come in

the next few years. Furthermore, every vehicle design has

to aim ultimately at best customer experience, using con-

trol systems to optimize the ride comfort, handling

behaviour and driveability.

This evolution impacts not only the vehicle product

content itself, but also the way the vehicle design and

development process has to change to enable widespread

market introduction in standard vehicles [11, 13, 17, 18]. In

the traditional approach, the mechatronic vehicle innova-

tions remain on the level of add-on systems and a major

need exists to integrate all functionality on the vehicle level

through a systems approach. Configuration and perfor-

mance optimization, system integration, control, compo-

nent, subsystem and system-level validation of the

intelligent systems must become an intrinsic part of the

standard vehicle engineering process, just as this is today

the case for the structural, vibro-acoustic and kinematic

design. It is demonstrated that the discussed mechatronic

simulation approach contributes to achieving this goal by

providing solutions on both levels: multi-physics simula-

tion and control engineering integration.

3 Engineering challenges for mechatronic

vehicle systems

In a mechatronic system, the mechanical, electrical, ther-

mal… components of a product are connected through

sensors and actuators with controllers that define the

overall functioning. The performance engineering of such

mechatronic products hence mandates simulation and test

solutions that are capable of analysing and optimizing the

performance of such a product, taking into account (1) the

interactions of components and subsystems in the product,

each with their different physics representations (mechan-

ical, thermal, fluids…) and (2) working as ‘‘active’’ sys-

tems, with sensors and actuators, and interconnected to

controllers.

This requires the combined simulation of multi-physics

systems and the controls, e.g. simulating vehicle dynamics

with ESC. This is also why test systems that are used to

describe and troubleshoot physical designs and validate
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models must have an interface to vehicle networks such as

the CAN (controller area network) bus, where the status on

the control systems and sensor signals is available.

Both control systems development and mechanical

systems development adopt the so-called ‘‘V-approach’’ [3,

4, 19–21], propagating system-level requirements to com-

ponent design and validating the system performance at

increasing integration levels. As Fig. 1 illustrates, the

engineering of mechatronic systems requires the applica-

tion of two interconnected ‘‘V-cycles’’: one focusing on the

multi-physics system engineering (like the mechanical and

electrical components of an electrically powered steering

system, including sensors and actuators); and the other

focused on the controls engineering, the control logic, the

software and realization of the control hardware and

embedded software.

Figure 2 shows for the example of engine design how

models of various abstractions are used at the various

design levels.

This approach includes the use of 0D requirement

models, 1D functional and physics models down to 3D

detailed design models. The terminology 0D, 1D and 3D is

simulation jargon. The term 3D model refers to the fact that

the model is clearly associated with a geometry. For

example in finite element models, the mesh is directly

linked to a geometry. In 1D models, this connection is lost.

Components, systems or subsystems are represented by

icons to which mathematical equations are connected. 0D

models describe systems, not with mathematical formulas,

but with simple relations or tabular representations. Testing

takes place first at the level of components and then at

various levels of integration, while full vehicle tests pro-

vide the validation in integrated and operational conditions.

The final implementation of the control software on the

embedded electronic circuits is tested using hardware-in-

the-loop (HiL) test benches. The latter term is further

explained in the text.

Up to present, this process is however very little inte-

grated, with a clearly separated mechanical and electronic/

control design cycle and hence failing to address the need

for integrated and maximally frontloaded system model-

ling. Many integration problems become obvious only at a

very late stage of the design and are hence very costly to

resolve. The challenge in this process is to enable a

mechatronic system engineering approach that can be used

throughout the complete design process, based on scalable

and interoperable simulations, including their application

to target setting, concept system engineering, functional

simulation, 3D detailed simulation and test validation.

Some further comments on the various challenges follow

below.

3.1 Multi-physics system modelling, simulation

and validation

To engineer intelligent systems, an expanded need exists

for multi-physics system modelling, simulation and vali-

dation. For example, the performance engineering of an

electrically assisted steering system requires a combination

of mechanical and electrical system modelling. A brake

system requires mechanic, hydraulic and electric system

models. An engine requires models for combustion, kine-

matics, dynamics and structural analysis, including spe-

cialized models for bearings.

Multi-physics system modelling, simulation and vali-

dation also need to handle an increasing diversity and

complexity of sensors and actuators that are used in

mechatronic systems and to take into account the envi-

ronment in which the system will operate. For example, to

simulate the working of an active cruise control in a

vehicle, one needs the modelling of driving scenarios

including traffic (like approaching vehicles), the modelling

of the functioning of the radar that is used as sensor for

traffic and the integration with vehicle dynamics. When

Fig. 1 Double-V process for

mechatronic systems
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additionally combined with vision systems (cameras), one

needs the simulation of driving scenarios in a virtual

environment with high realism, to simulate the functioning

of the vision system for operation in different weather

(rain, fog…) or light conditions (day, night…), to properly

validate the functioning of the vision system and how it

will interact with the vehicle dynamics.

Integrating such models of different nature is always a

challenge. Interoperability requires common frameworks

for variables and functions and well-described interfaces.

The most challenging element to a realistic system-level

performance description, based on heterogeneous models,

is to link the world of 1D system and functional simulation

with 3D geometry-based simulation (e.g. multi-body or

structural/vibro-acoustic FEA/BEM models).

When the 3D structural model is a time-domain model,

for example a multi-body simulation (MBS) model, the 1D

and 3D models can be both expressed in terms of state

equations which are solved through time integration. MBS

models are typically used to calculate connection forces

and macroscopic displacements of rigid, connected, sys-

tems such as mechanisms, drivelines, brake and suspension

components. The basic model parameters are the inertia

and connection properties. The 1D models are then used to

describe the electric or hydraulic actuation, simplified

models for combustion, tyres, external loads, etc.

The actual model integration and calculation can then be

executed in co-simulation (see further), or the system

equations of one model can be embedded in those of the

other model [22–25]. This situation is characteristic for

applications such as vehicle dynamics, internal engine

dynamics, aircraft control surfaces, satellite antennas, etc.

An example of such a model is discussed in Sect. 4 for the

case of an active vehicle suspension.

The 1D to 3D model coupling problem is more complex

for the case of the classical 3D frequency-domain simula-

tion approaches for the structural and vibro-acoustic

behaviour, and which are based on the use of finite element

analysis and boundary element models (FEA, BEM). Such

models are used to calculate the internal stresses and dis-

placements/velocities inside and at the surface of compo-

nents. They are the basis for noise, durability and structural

dynamics studies. These methods are, however, not directly

compatible with the time-domain approaches needed to

model, simulate and optimize control system performance.

In general, the structural model is furthermore too large to

be directly transformed into an equivalent state-space

model and to serve as basis of controller design or in time/

frequency response analyses for checking the controller

performance. Still, the connection to multi-physics 1D

models can be needed for examples such as noise control,

or to control the dynamics of flexible bodies. Essentially,

two approaches can be distinguished to realize this:

• Reduction of the structural model to an equivalent low-

order state-space model. This is the standard approach

to couple structural and control models. Several model

reduction methods are available such as modal reduc-

tion, Krylov reduction, SVD reduction and others [26–

30]. An application of the use of reduced models to

control design is in the active control of sound and

vibration where reduced structural models are included
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as state-space models in a time-domain model of the

controlled system. The model reduction factors can be

very high, reducing a full structural model to sizes of

typically 20 to maximally a few hundred states. An

example of such application is discussed in Sect. 5 for

the case of active noise control.

• Integration of the 1D system simulation concepts inside

the FE model formulation. This approach keeps the

original complexity of the FE model, but adds for

example actuator/sensor and control elements by addi-

tional degrees of freedom and constraints and the use of

special circuit elements [31]. Changes in these elements

can then be separated out from the global system

behaviour through the use of a superelements approach

for the non-varying part. Examples are typically found in

smart materials applications where the focus remains on

the material and geometric aspects and some form of

idealized control is used [31].

It is important to stress that mechanical and electrical/

electronic system models must be integrated as soon as pos-

sible in the design process, enabling to reduce or even elim-

inate the divide between the 2 V-cycles of Fig. 1 and leading

to an integrated, multi-functional system mock-up approach

to build the mechatronic simulation model (Fig. 3).

3.2 Connecting multi-physics system engineering

to controls engineering

The second key challenge is to integrate the system and the

control models. As shown in Figs. 1, 3 and 5, the objective

is to achieve this in all stages of the design process, such

that the V-cycles of multi-physics design, control and

embedded software design get really integrated. In the

figures, multi-physics design is denoted by mechanical

system development because of the original mechanical

nature of vehicles. Control and embedded software design

is referred to as electronics system development.

All these stages of control engineering require interac-

tion with multi-physics system engineering. One can dis-

tinguish the following phases:

1. The combination of the multi-physics simulation

model with that of the controller, to enable the design of

the control logic and the performance engineering of the

intelligent system. This is referred to as ‘‘model-in-the-

loop’’ (MIL). The simulation is ‘‘off-line’’, i.e. there is no

requirement for real-time performance of the simulation.

Basically, two interconnection objectives can be distin-

guished: one is to perform systems engineering based on

the multi-physics ‘‘plant’’ model, including the application

(and hence representation) of control (Fig. 4a); the other is

to perform control engineering, including the model of the

systems ‘‘plant’’ model (Fig. 4b).

The first objective for example serves the purpose of

configuration design (how many actuators, where to place

them…) or concept evaluation studies or the optimization of

the mechanical system design taking into account the pres-

ence of control and certain control laws (or even systems).

The second objective is oriented to the development of

the optimal control logic, the development and verification

of control hardware, control libraries and embedded

Fig. 3 Integrated mechatronic

simulation approach
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software up to the validation and calibration of the control

system on the electronic control unit or ECU (Fig. 5).

To couple the models, different approaches exist. One

may embed state equations with a description of the plant

system (e.g. MBS or 1D model) into these of the control (or

vice versa) to enable the use of one solver, or adopt a true

co-simulation approach where each system part runs its

own solver [22–25]. Figure 6 shows a summary of various

approaches for the case of an MBS and a CACE (computer

aided control engineering) model.

Alternatively, or in combination with the above

approaches, a reduction of the plant model (e.g. an FE or

complex, even non-linear MBS model) into a description

compatible with the controller model (e.g. state-space

formulation) may be required. Model reduction is a well-

established field, covering a large spectrum of techniques,

as was discussed for the problem of multi-physics simu-

lation. The approach for controls development is just one

specific case, the 1D model being a control model. The

model reduction step mostly achieves its goals at the

expense of the full observability and/or controllability of

the physical phenomena, leading to a macroscopic

‘equivalence’, but losing direct insight into the microscopic

observation domain. The challenge is to develop model

compression methodologies that allow maintaining a rela-

tion with the physical meaning of model parameters.

Such co-simulation and model reduction approaches are

used both for MIL applications for systems engineering and

for control logic engineering.

2. The next step is the development and optimization of

the ‘‘embedded’’ control software. This needs also to be

done in context of the functioning of the multi-physics

system to be controlled. This is referred to as ‘‘software-in-

the-loop’’ (SIL). Whereas some of this can be done in off-

line simulation (provided software libraries of the con-

troller are available), the final optimization needs to take

into account the working of the software in real time,

requiring real-time capable multi-physics simulation

models.

3. The final testing and calibration of the controller

software and hardware require the controller to be con-

nected to a multi-physics simulation model of the compo-

nents, subsystems or system, in a dedicated computing

environment that is referred to as ‘‘hardware-in-the-loop’’

(HIL) [32]; of course, this requires real-time capable sim-

ulation models.

From the SIL and HIL problem definition, it is obvious

that one of the critical problems in running multi-physics

models in a control context is their affordability in real

time, requiring to identify the best trade-off between model

compression and real-time affordability. It also requires

deriving criteria for assessing accuracy and reliability of

real-time models in a run-time environment.

Of particular importance to the in-vehicle application is

to map the process of real-time systems and embedded

software to the AUTOSAR standard. AUTOSAR (AUTo-

motive Open System ARchitecture) is an open and stan-

dardized automotive software architecture [33], jointly

developed by automobile manufacturers, suppliers and tool

developers. Defining a platform-independent development

approach is key to make best profit of technology devel-

opment. Hardware platforms for embedded system mod-

elling and development must hence comply with industry

Fig. 4 a Systems engineering with control models. b Control engi-

neering with systems models

Fig. 5 Associative 1D–3D models
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standards such as AUTOSAR, which is gaining large

consensus. Also for testing intelligent systems, new chal-

lenges emerge, by providing testing systems that have the

most complete interfacing to vehicle networks and stan-

dards (CAN now, but tomorrow FlexRAY and others), so

as to enable best measurement and analysis of a product

performance in the context of the operation of the

controller(s).

To illustrate the practical deployment of the discussed

mechatronic simulation approach, a number of industrially

relevant design cases are discussed addressing one or more

of the presented elements of this approach. One case

focuses on time-domain co-simulation, and the second one

on integrating frequency and time-domain modelling.

4 Case: application to vehicle dynamics

The discussed concepts of multi-physics simulation and

system-control modelling integration have been applied in

the design of advanced vehicle dynamics solutions. Such

design engineering task comprises multiple phases, each

requiring specific modelling and simulation actions. First,

the global vehicle dynamics performance was modelled in

view of the assessment of the performance gain of a vehicle

dynamics control solution. This essentially required the co-

simulation of the 3D vehicle driving dynamics model and

an idealized control system. Secondly, the active suspen-

sion was designed in detail. This required identification of

the optimal control gains using a 1D-control co-simulation

approach and the design of a dedicated active damper using

a multi-physics actuator model. Finally, a test rig for

testing shock absorbers was developed allowing the vali-

dation and optimization of the stand-alone damper hard-

ware using system models for representing the vehicle

integration. This ‘‘hardware-in-the-loop’’ approach allows

the early testing of new actuator designs taking into

account various potential vehicle integration models;

hence, without that the actual prototype vehicle needs to be

available.

4.1 Vehicle-level system and control co-simulation

approach

This first presented study demonstrates the application of

the system and control simulation integration approach to

the problem of building models for vehicle ABS (anti-lock

braking system) evaluation.

Multi-attribute models are developed to optimize and

balance vehicle performances such as handling and road

noise. The typically optimized parameters are hardpoint

locations as well as suspension bushing stiffness values

[34–36]. The key model used as the basis for this is a multi-

body simulation (MBS) model made in LMS Virtual.Lab

Motion. The MBS model allows optimizing the driving

performance, taking into account expected driver behav-

iour. From this model, loads can be derived for use in body

and chassis durability calculations and predicting acoustic

performances. The MBS model was then used in a co-

simulation approach with MATLAB-Simulink to develop

control algorithms for active safety purposes [37]. Benefit

has been made of the capability of each package to use its

own integration algorithms tuned for the typical problems

facing it.

Fig. 6 Co-simulation approaches
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This also allows implementing and tuning the control

algorithms without losing the complexity of the complete

virtual prototype. Figures 7 and 8 show part of the MBS

model (front axle), the ABS control model and some

simulation results.

A VDC (vehicle dynamics control) system is used to

control the lateral dynamics of the vehicle, especially in

scenarios with larger lateral acceleration and lower road

friction. One typical way of control in VDC is to use ABS

to generate braking torque, independently for the four

wheels according to the inputs of sensors for steering wheel

angle, yaw rate, lateral accelerations, etc., and the drivers’

command regarding desired vehicle behaviour. Figure 9

shows the VDC data flow within the closed vehicle system-

control loop.

Two ISO standard manoeuvres were adopted during the

simulations, Step Steer (ISO 7401) and Double Lane

Change (ISO 3881), with VDC on and off. Figure 10

shows the resulting path of the vehicle with/without VDC

under a step steer manoeuvre, clearly showing the differ-

ence between the lateral displacement responses.

Figure 11 shows the results of the yaw rate of the

vehicle with/without VDC system. The obvious improve-

ment in yaw rate response shows the effect of VDC on

lateral dynamics of the vehicle. In particular, a greater

effect is observed after a certain period of time when the

VDC system suppresses effectively the transient yaw

vibration due to the impulse at the steering wheel.

This example shows how the use of multiple models can

be used to simulate the complex performances of the

chassis system and to evaluate and optimize the settings of

the integrated VDC control system.

4.2 Mechatronic optimization of an active damper

The second study related to the engineering of an advanced

vehicle dynamics solution describes the use of a multi-level

simulation approach to the design of an individual com-

ponent of an active suspension system. A 1D simulation

model integrating vehicle behaviour and control is used to

derive system loads. These loads are then used with a

detailed component model in an optimization loop to

derive design parameters for the component.

The design of an active suspension is more than the

design of a control law. The control law will steer actuators

that interact with the chassis of the vehicle and the mea-

sured response of the vehicle will affect the new computed

values of the controller. Therefore in order to optimize the

active damper, the chassis dynamics and the control law

need to be taken into account [38, 39].

The active damper, manufactured by Tenneco, is a

hydraulic type, consisting of a hydraulic single rod

Fig. 7 ABS-chassis system

co-simulation model
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Fig. 8 ABS-chassis

co-simulation results

Fig. 9 VDC model and data flow
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cylinder, two valves and a pump [40]. The objective is to

optimize the cylinder and rod diameters, the pump flow and

the characteristics of the valves with respect to energy

consumption while meeting some comfort and ride and

handling performance criteria.

The optimization is performed in two stages (Fig. 12).

Theoretically, and regardless of physical feasibility, every

desired performance can be achieved provided that suffi-

cient energy is pumped into the system. Therefore, in a first

stage, the set of active dampers is determined that can meet

the desired performance. In the second stage, the damper

parameters that deliver the lowest power consumption are

selected from the set of the first stage. In this way, the

damper is obtained with lowest power consumption while

meeting the performance criteria with respect to comfort

and ride and handling.

The split in the two stages is possible because of the

control structure designed by Tenneco. The controller

consists of a master controller which is a kind of sky-hook

control algorithm that processes inputs from accelerometer,

suspension deflection, steering, throttle and braking data

into the desired forces that need to be applied by the active

dampers to the four corners of the car (approach similar to

[41]). Distributed control, the so-called actuator manage-

ment, ensures that the requested forces are generated by the

active shock absorber.

A behaviour model, implemented in LMS Imagine.Lab,

is used in the first stage of the optimization (Fig. 13).

It consists of a 15-degree-of-freedom car model, power

train and braking system, front and rear suspension

including the elasto-kinematics and tyres (Pacejka model).

Instead of implementing the active shock absorbers in the

model, the forces computed by the controller are immedi-

ately fed into the suspension. In this way, perfect actuator

behaviour is assumed. The master controller is tuned such

that the desired performance is met. Once the master

controller is tuned, force–velocity couples are calculated to

determine the set of damper parameters that can realize the

required performance.

The second stage consists of a detailed model of the

damper, built with the hydraulic component design library

in LMS Imagine.Lab (Fig. 14). Using force–velocity cou-

ples from the most occurring road profiles, the optimal

damper parameters with respect to energy consumption are

selected. The optimization is a mixed integer problem,

involving a discrete parameter set, solved with Optimus.

Three valve families are available. Within a family, the

course of the valve characteristics is similar. Therefore,

each valve can be represented by a basic characteristic and

some scaling parameter. The optimization delivers the

piston and rod diameter, the maximum pump flow and the

selected valve characteristics.

Fig. 10 Steep steer trajectory

(VDC on/off)

Fig. 11 Yaw rate (VDC on/off)
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Fig. 12 Active damper simulation approach

Fig. 13 Active suspension 1D

model
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After the optimization, a power consumption reduction

of 50 % was realized with respect to the initial

configuration.

4.3 HIL testing of a passive damper

A car is a complex system of individual components that

interact with each other. Therefore, the performance of the

component should be assessed within the environment it is

placed in. This can be performed within a complete virtual

environment or in a prototype. In the context of upfront

engineering, an evaluation in a combined virtual environ-

ment with physical components, the so-called hardware-in-

the-loop (HIL) can be beneficial. A typical scenario can be

a supplier who must validate the performance of a com-

ponent in a car while no car prototype is available yet. In

the present work, the component to be tested is a passive

shock absorber.

The HIL process consists of several stages. First, a

model of the environment of the component needs to be

synthesized. In this case, this is the car, from which one

shock absorber is removed. The car model is implemented

in LMS Imagine.Lab and consists of a 15-degree-of-free-

dom chassis equipped with front and rear suspension.

Pacejka tyre models, simplified braking and power train

system are included (Fig. 13). Steering angles and road

profiles can be specified by the user. This model is con-

verted to a real-time environment and run using the real-

time solver.

As the model needs to interact with the physical world,

the timing of in- and outputs should correspond to the real

world. At the sample interval, the model and the compo-

nent in the physical world exchange information. This

means that the simulation of the model for the next sample

interval should be completed within this interval. To

achieve this, a deterministic solver is selected, in this case a

fixed step-size solver. A critical issue is selecting the time

step, such that the model converges and the required

accuracy of the variables of interest is achieved.

This selection is also related to the specific hardware

platform (computer or DSP) on which the real-time model

will run. In case the timing cannot be achieved, model sim-

plifications must be made. For this project, the elasto-kine-

matics of the vehicle have been removed and the sample

interval was set to 1.2 ms. The hardware to run the model is a

Pentium M 1.4 GHz with 1 G Byte cash in PC/104 plus

format from Kontron. The model is run in a Debian Linux

environment patched by RTAI to make it real time.

To transmit the computed loads from the model to the

damper, an electro-dynamic actuator is applied. To realize

the requested loads, an actuator control system needs to be

designed. An important issue is the selection of the output

variable of the model. In case of the damper, this can be the

displacement/velocity or the force. It is generally known

that a displacement loop has a lower bandwidth than a

force control loop, but on the other hand, a position control

loop is much more robust and easy to stabilize than a force

control loop. In this case, a position control loop is hence

selected, providing good signal-following characteristics

up to 10 Hz.

Finally, the response of the system, the force, needs to

be measured and fed into the model. This creates a closed

loop system. Because of non-ideal behaviour of the actu-

ator, instabilities may occur. Therefore, an additional sta-

bilizing control loop is installed. Figure 15 shows an

overview of the HIL test setup.

Based on the choices made, the HIL system is able to

validate the shock absorber up to 10 Hz. It is clear that

Fig. 14 Damper 1D model (left) and simplified Z-translation model (right)
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during the design of an HIL, several decisions need to be

made that determine the final performance.

5 Case: active noise control

In a second case study, the application of a model-based

system engineering approach to active noise control is

discussed. Model reduction into a multi-physics time-

domain simulation representation is the key to the mech-

atronic simulation approach for this case.

Active noise reduction (and sound shaping) is a widely

studied research topic with many potential industrial

applications. Next to purely acoustic control, a structural–

acoustic control approach is increasingly adopted. Multi-

functional or active materials can be used as sensor and/or

actuators, which, when coupled to a control system, form

intelligent structures. These structures allow reducing costs

and required space and the number of elements in the

system. Most such systems are, however, developed as

stand-alone ‘‘add-ons’’ without considering their effect as

part of the global controlled system in the design. A model-

based integrated mechatronic engineering approach may

hence bring significant added value.

The modelling problem basically consists of relating the

large-size 3D, frequency-domain (FE, BE-based) vibro-

acoustic and structural models for the vehicle structure and

structural components, interior vehicle cavities and exterior

propagation field, with models of smart material sensors

and actuators and a time-domain control model (Fig. 16).

The main approach hereto is model reduction, allowing

incorporating the reduced model as a plant model in the

controller simulation. Very large reduction factors are

typically used, reducing the large FE models to time-

domain 1D (typically state-space) models of realistic size

(20–200 degrees of freedom).

Sensors and actuators are often represented by 1D

models for their functional performance, while their added

mass and stiffness are accounted in the 3D FE models. The

acoustic propagation can be related to the structural outputs

by means of an acoustic transfer vector approach.

This approach was applied to the active firewall control

of a vehicle-like test setup with piezo-patches to reduce the

interior noise [42, 43].

The modelling procedure to derive the state-space model

starts with the structural FE model and features the possi-

bility of incorporating sensors and actuators models to the

FE/FE vibro-acoustic model. It includes the following steps

using multiple software tools (Fig. 17):

• Generate structural mesh and apply material properties

(FE pre-processor)

• Add actuator and sensor mechanical models (FE pre-

processor)

• Run a modal analysis (FEA)

• Build the acoustic FE model of the engine cavity (EC)

and passenger cavity (PC) and perform modal analysis

(FEA)

• Import the structural model and couple it with the

acoustic one (FEA)

• Calculate actuator and sensor electro-mechanical cou-

pling (extended FEA)

• Reduce and convert the FE model into a state-space

model (Matlab)

• Implement and optimize the controller with the coupled

state-space model (Matlab/Simulink).

The coupling between acoustical and structural models

is shown in Fig. 18. After performing a coupled modal

analysis, the desired degrees of freedom (DoFs) are taken

to derive the state-space (SS) model. In this case, the SS

model features two inputs (1 actuator on the firewall and a

sound source in the EC) and four outputs (3 pressures in the

PC and one velocity on the firewall). The SS model derived

from this coupled approach allows the implementation of

any controller involving the pre-defined DoFs, and if the

FE approach involves the systematic representation of the

sensors and actuators, the resultant SS model is, in fact, a

representation of the fully coupled electro-vibro-acoustic

system, with any possible input/output relationships

allowed by the chosen DoFs.

Using this model, an optimization procedure is per-

formed using OPTIMUS as simulation management and

optimal search engine. OPTIMUS is able to manage the

structural analysis made by MSC. Nastran, the acoustic

analysis for a coupled vibro-acoustic model made by Vir-

tual.Lab Acoustics and, finally, a controller simulation

Fig. 15 Damper HIL test setup
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using a state-space model. A crucial point is efficient provi-

sion of reduced models for different parameter settings.

The cost function takes into account three parameters: the

sound pressure level at the drivers’ head (performance), the

input energy from the actuator (effort) and a penalty for the

total mass (weight) of the structure, representing the financial

cost impact. The variables are the firewall thickness and the

gain of the velocity feedback controller. Initially, the position

of the collocated sensor/actuator pair (SAP) is considered

fixed, based on previous analysis; in a further step, this

parameter is also included in the optimization loop.

Figure 18 shows the cost function for each thickness in

function of the feedback gain, on the best SAP position for

each case. There is an optimum gain for each thickness and

SAP position. It is obvious that the best SAP position and

optimal feedback gain depend on the thickness, which

indicates that the global optimum can only be achieved in

such a concurrent design. This demonstrates the validity of

using an integrated mechatronics simulation approach.

A more extensive discussion of the various modelling

aspects and the detailed optimization procedures can be

found in [42–46].

6 Discussion and future research

What becomes clear from the above discussion is that, on

one hand, the use of system models and simulation is an

essential element in the product design and engineering

Fig. 16 Active noise control system approach

Fig. 17 Active firewall mechatronics model: 3D structural model

(upper), reduction as plant model in the control model representation

(middle) and final state-space model (lower)
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process, but that on the other hand, there does not exist a

single uniform simulation methodology that covers the

modelling requirements of the complex systems as used in

today’s products. Different product functions and perfor-

mances require different models, simulation methods and

tools. Modelling is pervasive throughout the whole product

design process, from requirement analysis to component

design and again physical prototype integration and vali-

dation, but at each stage different modelling technology

needs exist. The solution hence lies in a scalable approach,

involving the combination of multiple and often hetero-

geneous simulation methods into full system models. It is

only in the simulation of the full system behaviour that all

interactions between components and subsystems as well

as the impact of context, environment and actual use can be

adequately taken into account. Multi-physics simulation,

combining geometric (3D) as well as functional (1D)

models, is the goal. Scalable refers here to the capability

that, when for specific parts of the design, more refined

models become available; these can be interchanged in the

full system model. This means in fact that when started

from a concept model, the sub-models can be replaced by

more detailed models down in the V-cycle, during the

progress of the design. In order to make this happen, tools

are required to design system architectures and to provide

meta-information to models such as a clear definition of the

meaning of the inputs and outputs, description of the

meaning of the sub-model, … to enable automatic system

synthesis.

Interoperability not only of software tools, but of mod-

elling concepts is a prerequisite for an integrated mecha-

tronic simulation approach. Important in this discussion is

that the final target of the design is in most cases not

limited to purely mechanical and/or electrical system, but

will involve controls embedded in software. The embed-

ding of control into the design of physical systems is more

than just including another discipline into the multi-physics

simulation. It is a cornerstone and the start of a new era in

modelling and simulation.

Traditionally, the physical system design departments

are well separated from the control and software depart-

ments, having their own design processes and procedures.

Merging and porting concepts, ideas, design processes and

procedures from and to both worlds will lead to new design

paradigms.

An important pre-requisite for interoperability is a

standard to interconnect models, such as the Functional

Mock-up Interface (FMI), later explained in the text. The

FMI is actually inspired on the concept of Virtual Func-

tional Bus (VFB), used in the AUTOSAR standard [33].

The objective is to make embedded software as hardware

independent as possible. This is achieved by a layered

structure which separates clearly the software functions on

vehicle level, denoted by AUTOSAR software compo-

nents, from the middle- and firmware (hardware-dependent

software parts, which are necessary for the implementation

of the functions). Figure 19, from [33], shows the structure

of the AUTOSAR architecture. The border or better

interface between the hardware-independent software layer

and the dependent software layer is denoted by the

AUTOSAR Runtime Environment (RTE). The RTE acts

like an operating system. Theoretically, it should be pos-

sible to easily replace electronic hardware without touching

the hardware-independent software components. In this

way, the idea of a VFB is created. During the development

of software functions on vehicle level, abstraction can be

made on how these are mapped on electronic control units

or ECUs, how they are connected by vehicle networks or

what specific ECU hardware is used. This way, the soft-

ware components are connected to each other by a virtual

bus, called the VFB.

The idea of the VFB is illustrated in Fig. 20, from [33].

By using the AUTOSAR standard during the design of the

software functions, complete abstraction is made from the

hardware implementation by using the concept of VFB. By

defining ECU and system constraint descriptions, the basic

software and RTE are configured and mapped automati-

cally on the ECU’s.

Fig. 18 Cost function for each

thickness and best SAP position
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This evolution will have its impact on the vehicle-level

design engineering approach. Due to the inherently multi-

disciplinary nature of mechatronic systems, different

modelling software tools are used. To test, validate,

optimize the integrated system before prototypes are made,

these different models need to be coupled. Referring to

AUTOSAR, the world of the embedded software, the

multi-physics models developed in the different software

environments take the role of the AUTOSAR software

components in Figs. 19 and 20. However, the models run

in different programs or even on different computers, have

different user interfaces and cannot be coupled as they

contain overhead, requiring to run the model on the specific

tool. In order to enable to couple the different models,

created by different tools, also a layered structure is

introduced and the concept of VFB has been taken over.

This is performed in a European ITEA2 collaborative

research project MODELISAR [47], where the role of VFB

is taken up by the Functional Mock-up Interface [48], an

open vendor-independent interface (Fig. 21). Unlike sug-

gested by Fig. 21 and the name MODELISAR, the FMI is

not restricted to Modelica [49] models. With the current

state of the art for coupling multi-physics models, only two

or three models can be simulated together as shown in the

examples of the paper. When initiatives like the FMI break

through, a really large multi-physics simulation can be

performed. System integration tests, which are nowadays

mostly performed on prototypes, can then be done based on

large coupled simulation models.

Another cross fertilization between the physical design

world and the world of control and embedded software is

the use of models to test embedded software. For example,

a virtual car model can be used to create stimuli and

feedback for electronic modules. Presently, such models

are very basic and, most of the time, implement numerical

Fig. 19 Layered structure of the AUTOSAR standard [33]

Fig. 20 Virtual Functional Bus (VFB) concept [33]
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tables instead of physical laws. Additionally, they are

created in the software departments where the core

knowledge is software engineering and not physical system

design. By using the models of the physical design world, a

real coupling with software engineering can be achieved. In

this way, the double-V process for mechatronic system

design can be achieved as depicted in Fig. 1 and a real

mechatronic design can be performed. The physical design

and embedded software design process run concurrently

such that better integration is achieved. In a very early

design phase, model-in-the-loop (MiL) tests can be carried

out where software models can be coupled with physical

models. As software is tested with physical models, virtual

changes to the mechanic, hydraulic or pneumatic design

can be performed and more variants can be evaluated. The

same holds for software-in-the-loop (SiL) and hardware-in-

the-loop (HiL). In the near future, it is expected that by

reusing models for physical design for MiL, SiL and HiL, a

stronger coupling between the different V-cycles will take

place.

The concepts of MiL, SiL and HiL can also be used

beyond the control system design in the design of physical

systems. This was already illustrated by the example in

Sect. 4.3. To make this process more practical, a lot of

steps that still are done manually should be automated. The

ASAM [50] organization is in this respect a nice initiative

to standardize HiL as it works on a uniform standard for

data-acquisition systems. Also, the FMI plays an important

role to automate the creation of HiL setups for physical

component testing by providing standardized interfaces to

models and applications that run models. In principle when

the HiL process becomes more automated, software models

can be easily replaced by hardware components. This is

illustrated in Fig. 22 where an ABS/ESP system is

designed. The ABS/ESP system needs to interact with the

brake system controlling the vehicle, which is operated by

a driver. These four components can be modelled. As soon

as the physical hardware becomes available, the model can

be replaced by the hardware.

In case of Fig. 22, a real person is driving the virtual

vehicle, which operates the physical ABS/ESP unit, inter-

acting with a model of the brake hydraulics. Pictures of the

setup and screen shots of the model are shown on top in the

figure. When HiL systems are used for physical compo-

nents or system testing, more upfront engineering can be

performed and part of the load of the right side of the

V-cycle (double V) will be transferred to the left side of the

V. This is beneficial as the cost for solving problems is

much higher on the right side of the V.

To make the ideas of Fig. 22 common practice, models

should be easily replaceable. In the early design cycle, the

vehicle model can be just a simple mass with some rolling
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resistance and wind loads model. During the design cycle,

more information becomes available and there is a need to

replace the simple vehicle model by a multi-body model.

To make this work, a standard like the FMI is not suffi-

cient. An additional layer should be included, defining the

structure of models, the type and kind of inputs and outputs

and the units. Therefore, a new vendor-independent stan-

dard is required to specify this meta data. By this, the

design process is more automated and more important

decisions are frontloaded.

By merging the physical design cycle with the embed-

ded software design cycle, more concurrent engineering

will be possible. Nowadays, in the car industry, the design

is driven by mechanics in the form of geometries. When

the geometry is fixed, packaging studies are performed to

allocate space to actuators and sensors such that these

subsystems can be designed. Afterwards, embedded soft-

ware development can take place. Driven by the need to

come to really integrated systems, which is actually the

true definition of a mechatronic system, a new design

paradigm is required.

Design concepts originating from software design, often

referred to as model-driven engineering, seem to provide

an answer. A typical software design cycle starts from

requirements. Once the requirements are fixed, the system

architecture is defined and a concept model can be created.

Then software modules are split into components and

elaborated in more detail. These ideas are transferred to the

automotive industry and are called model-based system

engineering (MBSE) [5–9]. However, in order to really

follow such a structured approach, some new challenges

need to be tackled.

A first challenge lies at the border of system require-

ments, system architecture and concept model phase. To

cross this border, a detailed analysis of the machine

behaviour, detailed component and subsystem models are

needed. However, early in the design phase, detailed

solutions are not available yet; only the requirements are

known, containing a problem description and a design

space, limited by a number of constraints. Nowadays, the

concept solution or solution architecture is decided upon by

the core design team in a process that is only to a very

limited degree supported by tools of any kind. It is, how-

ever, expected that a systematic (formal) description of the

machine requirements, on the one hand, and solution

concepts, on the other, will allow exploiting the tremen-

dous calculation capabilities of present day computers to

assist the designer in the generation and the evaluation of

the performance of different concepts meeting the specified

requirements. Extending the above-mentioned, multi-

domain mechatronic simulation environment with such

synthesis capabilities, next to analyses capabilities, would

allow further reducing the duration and cost of the design

cycle dramatically.

Another challenge lies in automatic model generation

and updating. Essentially, the requirements capture a

description of the system. The models, created by engi-

neers to analyse and design the system, should meet the

requirements and are in that respect a different formulation

of the requirements. This implies that somehow, to a
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certain extent, models, as also in the software world to

some extent software code, can be generated automatically.

It is clear that this process can only be achieved partially,

as during the design process additional decisions need to be

taken on lower levels. Therefore, higher-level models

inherently rely on assumptions, creating the need to auto-

matically update higher-level models once lower-level

models are developed. For example, a stiffness value in a

concept phase design model could result in a relation

between two points on a structural finite element grid. By

translation of information of lower-level design models to

higher-level system parameters, assumptions can be

verified.

One may conclude that a lot of evolution is taking place

in the design of mechatronic systems. If the evolution

continues and solutions to the highlighted challenges can

be solved, the design cycles in the mechatronics world will

radically change in the coming years.

7 Conclusion

The performance engineering of mechatronic vehicle sys-

tems mandates simulation and test methods that are capable

of simulating, analysing and optimizing the performance of

such a product, taking into account the interaction of many

subsystems as well as the environment and working as

active systems with sensors, actuators and interconnections

to controllers.

The key to any hereto applicable virtual testing

approach is the combined simulation of multi-physics

systems and controls. The actual integration between sys-

tem models and control models depends on the purpose of

the analysis: systems engineering or controller design and

optimization. Depending on the phase of the design pro-

cess, model-in-the-loop, software-in-the-loop and hard-

ware-in-the-loop approaches can be distinguished, each

with their own rationale for model integration, real-time

performance and hardware connection. To make this pro-

cess effective and efficient, a scalable multi-physics and

control integration approach is proposed, based on a

seamless integration of 3D, 1D and control models, starting

from requirement modelling and ending with product val-

idation. This paves the way to a model-based system

engineering approach as known from the software industry.
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